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When the United States took 
possession of the French colony 
of Louisiana on December 20, 
1803, the extent of the area, its 
geography and natural history, 
and the character and number 
of its native inhabitants were 
all unknown. Data considered 
as factual about Louisiana rested 
either on conjecture or limited 
and out-of-date information. 
The principal waterway of 
Louisiana, the Mississippi River, 
was well traveled along most of 
its course, and European settle-
ments both large and small had 
lined its banks for nearly a cen-
tury. But the territory’s interior 
remained to be systematically 
explored, mapped, measured, or 
defined. In the years following 
1803, that would change.
     Continuing the Louisiana 
Purchase Bicentennial Conference’s 
study of the significance of the 
Louisiana Purchase, the ninth 
annual Williams Research Center 
Symposium, Charting Louisiana: 
Exploration and Settlement, will 
examine some of the episodes 
that revealed exactly what the country had 
purchased from France in what is arguably 
the biggest quitclaim transaction in history. 
On January 31, 2004, at the Ritz-Carlton 
Hotel in New Orleans, five thematically 
diverse presentations will assess the key 
aspects of Louisiana’s exploration and 
settlement. Coming on the heels of The 
Collection’s publication of Charting 
Louisiana: Five Hundred Years of Maps, this 
event offers additional insight into the ter-
ritory and the exploration that shaped the 
geography of the United States into the 
early years of the 20th century. Dr. Michael 
Sartisky, president/chief executive officer of 
the Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities, 

will serve as moderator for the program 
that extends from the naming of America 
to the modern city of New Orleans.
     To establish a cartographic baseline, 
John R. Hébert, chief of the Geography and 
Map Division of the Library of Congress, 
returns to address the importance of Martin 
Waldseemüller’s map of the world printed 
in 1507, the first such document to call the 
continental masses on the western shores of 
the Atlantic Ocean “America.” Using this 
map as a starting point, Hébert will bring 
the history of North American cartography 
to the eve of the Louisiana Purchase, when 
the understanding of the geography remained 
a mystery.
     Douglas Brinkley, director of the 
University of New Orleans’s Eisenhower 

Center, will discuss the twin expeditions 
of Zebulon Montgomery Pike. Pike set 
out from St. Louis up the Mississippi 
River in 1805 to identify the river’s 
headwaters. Though not wholly success-
ful in that regard, Pike added significant 
information to the sketchy literature of 
the upper Mississippi Valley. His sec-
ond expedition from St. Louis, which 
left in 1806 to explore the courses of 
the Arkansas and Red Rivers, also met 
with mixed success. The account of this 
journey, published in 1810, popularized 
the notion of America’s “Great Desert.” 
Brinkley notes that this work, released 
some four years before Lewis and Clark’s 
published journals, shaped an early con-

Map of the Interior of Louisiana, with a part of New Mexico…in Zebulon Montgomery Pike, Exploratory Travels 
Through the Western Territories of North America…, 1811 (73-29-L). Zebulon Pike’s expedition across the plains of 
America is both a matter of historical record and speculation. In any event, it is an amazing chapter in the United States 
government’s official efforts to investigate the dimensions and internal geography of the Louisiana Purchase. Douglas 
Brinkley will discuss Pike’s twin expeditions at the ninth annual Williams Research Center Symposium.
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sciousness of the trans-Mississippi West.
    In the morning’s concluding ses-
sion, John T. Magill, urban historian 
a n d  h e a d  o f   research services at 
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S U P P O R T  F O R  T H E  S Y M P O S I U M
The Histor ic  New Orleans  Col lect ion grate ful ly  acknowledges  the  fo l lowing sponsors  to  date .

The  Col l ec t ion ,  
wi l l  exp lore  the  
way in which geog-
raphy  in f luenced 
the development of 
New Orleans, both 
as the capital city 
of  F r e n c h  a n d  
Spanish Louisiana 
and as an American 
metropolis. Looking 
at 250 y e a r s  o f  
N e w  O r l e a n s  
h i s t o r y  through 
maps and bird’s-eye 
views, Magill will 
trace the growth of 
New O r l e a n s  a n d  
i t s  s u b u r b s ,  w h i l e  
addressing some of 
the conditions that 
affected this expansion.
 The  cent ra l  
importance of the 
expedition led by 
Meriwether Lewis 
and William Clark 
will be examined by 
John Logan  Allen 
of the University 
of Wyoming. Allen 
will consider the 
objectives and intent 

of the journey, which were based in 
Jeffersonian planning and science, and 
will assess these against actual results. 

Through a visual and verbal narrative 
of the route, Allen will explore the 
geographical knowledge contributed 
by Lewis and Clark’s trip as reflected in 
public awareness of the American West 
in the years immediately following their 
return to St. Louis.
    In the concluding session of the 
symposium Jay Gitlin, associate direc-
tor of the Howard R. Lamar Center 
for the Study of Frontiers and Borders 
at Yale University, will discuss the dis-
persion of French interests west of the 
Mississippi following the Louisiana 
Purchase. From Texas to the upper 
Missouri River, French entrepre-
neurs provided goods and services 
for settlers, helped to build towns, 
established Catholic institutions, and 
affected tribal politics and trade.
     Charting Louisiana concludes a 
year-long focus on the bicentennial of 
the Louisiana Purchase and serves as an 
introduction to the bicentennial of Lewis 
and Clark’s journey. As with past sym-
posia, the audience will include scholars, 
history buffs, and interested individuals 
from all over the United States. The 
conference has received financial support 
from a number of local and national 
sources; underwriters at press time are 
listed below. See page 16 for full pro-
gram details. The Historic New Orleans 
Collection invites your participation.

—John H. Lawrence
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Top, Prairie on Misissippi, ca. 1845 (1972.31.16); bottom, Lake Itasca, 
Source of the Misissippi River, ca. 1845 (1972.31.17)



As editor of The Historic New Orleans 
Collection Quarterly for almost 17 years, 
Louise Hoffman loved writing profiles. 
She enjoyed discovering  “the personalities 
of the people behind all of the outstanding 
work that was being done.” A master with 
words, Lou’s profiles perfectly capture her 
subjects’ personalities. In September 2003, 
we received the unenviable task of writing a 
profile of the “profile queen” (unfortunately 
we could not ask her to write her own), 
when Louise Hoffman, acting director of 
the publications department for the past 
two-and-a-half years, retired.
     Born and raised in Raleigh, North 
Carolina, Lou spent her summers in New 
Orleans and on the Mississippi Gulf Coast 
with her maternal grandmother and aunts. 
“I treasured coming to New Orleans from 
North Carolina. The contrast of the Anglo-
Saxon culture of Raleigh with the tropical, 
exotic nature of New Orleans fascinated 
me,” she says. South Louisiana’s vast 
expanses of water, marsh, and cypress trees, 
viewed by Lou from the windows of the 
Southerner train, inspired one of her first 
poems.
     Her relationship with Louisiana art-
ist Josephine Crawford, formed during 
those childhood summers, left a lasting 
impression on Lou. A great aunt by mar-
riage, “Miss Josie,” as Lou called her, had 
a summer home on the Gulf Coast. “We 
were kindred spirits. She took me under 
her wing and treated me not as a child but 
almost as a contemporary, introducing me 
to poetry and wildflowers,” Lou says. The 
copy of William Blake’s Songs of Innocence 
and Experience, a gift to eight-year-old Lou 
from Josephine, is easily located on her 
bookshelf. Paging through the small book, 
Lou reminisces, “this was my going-away pres-
ent, and I absolutely cherished it.” 
     Lou’s life is rich with such influences. 
She holds great admiration for her high 
school English teacher, Phyllis Peacock. 
Instilling in her students an appreciation for 
words and literature, Mrs. Peacock inspired 

many writers, such as Reynolds Price and 
Anne Tyler. Lou fondly remembers 
Mrs. Peacock’s favorite words of praise, 
“orchids to you!” 
     After graduating with a degree in English 
from the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, Lou worked in Washington, 
D.C., where she met her husband, Donald. 
Shortly after marrying, the couple moved to 
Paris, where Lou avidly studied French. A 
synopsis of Lou’s time in France would not 
be complete without mentioning GoGo, 
the “beautiful, tiger-striped” cat chosen 
from a French animal shelter. After three 
years exploring, studying, and absorbing 
France, Lou and Don (and GoGo) moved 
back to the States and settled in Madison, 
Wisconsin. Describing her first Wisconsin 
winter, she says, “of course it snowed con-
stantly, and all I could think was: ‘I want to 
see a magnolia!’” Magnolias and live oaks 
soon became a part of her permanent sur-
roundings, when Lou returned to the home 
of her childhood summers, settling in the 
New Orleans Garden District.
     In 1984 she joined The Collection 
staff, assisting director of publications 
Patricia Brady with The Historic New 
Orleans Collection Newsletter, now the 
Quarterly. Her first assignment, a story 
on the Louisiana Alphabet exhibition, 
began, “A, B, C. Antiques, Basin Street, 

and cemeteries. And so goes the Louisiana 
Alphabet, ending with a flourish: Z for 
Zulu.” A true wonder-worker with words, 
Lou’s numerous articles reveal a thoughtful, 
adept writer. In the winter 2000 cover story 
entitled “A Wealth of Portraits,” she writes, 
“It’s a rare occasion when the fall yields 
such a rich harvest: three major portraits to 
add to the Collection’s holdings….  Time is 
held at bay. The demeanor of the subjects, 
their clothes and hairstyles, are rendered 
with painterly precision and invite an inti-
mate look at history…. [The portraits] are 
a skillful blending of art with our desire to 
make beloved faces immortal.”
     Lou attributes her way with words to a 
love of poetry: “Poetry is very concise; you 
have to think about each word. Writing 
and studying poetry sharpens your eye 
and gives you an ear for words.” Besides 
poetry, hundreds of books in all genres fill 
her shelves. Her favorites? When forced to 
quickly choose, they are The Moviegoer by 
Walker Percy and A Summons to Memphis 
by Peter Taylor.
     Not just a reader of books, Lou 
Hoffman wrote and edited several publica-
tions in her 19 years at The Collection. “I 
learned something from each publication I 
completed,” says Lou. When Patricia Brady 
retired from The Collection in 2001, Lou 
courageously took on the role of acting 
director of publications amidst the 
institution’s largest publication project 
to date—the Louisiana atlas. Her tenacity 
saw the project to its completion and in 
September 2003 Charting Louisiana: Five 
Hundred Years of Maps arrived!
     A writer, a reader, a gardener, a traveler, 
a lover of cats, a mother of two boys, and a 
grandmother of two granddaughters, Lou’s 
retirement promises to enrich a life lived to 
the fullest. We at The Collection will dearly 
miss her words, her French expertise, her 
gentle demeanor, and of course her profile-
writing skills. “Orchids to you” Lou! 

—Mary C. Mees
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At the invitation of the Mona Bismarck 
Foundation, an American organization 
dedicated to promot-
ing international artis-
tic and educational 
activities in Paris, The 
Historic New Orleans 
Collection mounted 
La Louisiane, de la col-
onie française à l’état américain. The only 
major European exhibition commemorat-
ing the Louisiana Purchase bicentennial, 
La Louisiane opened on December 16 
in Paris and will be on view through 
February 28, 2004.   
   We are truly grateful to Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Bruno for introducing 
The Collection to their longtime 
friend Russell Porter, Tulane law 
school graduate and president of the 
Mona Bismarck Foundation. The 
initial contact on the part of Mr. and 
Mrs. Bruno resulted in the coopera-
tive effort between THNOC and the 
Mona Bismarck Foundation to host 
La Louisiane, which showcases 173 
objects from The Collection’s vast hold-
ings, as well as several items from French 
cultural institutions and the Louisiana 
State Museum.  Of particular note is Le 
Musée des Beaux-Arts de Pau’s loan of 

Edgar Degas’s famous 1873 painting The 
Cotton Exchange in New Orleans.  The 
four-part presentation includes sections 
on colonial history, the development of 
19th-century New Orleans, the visual 
arts from 1870 through 1940, and jazz. A 
catalogue published by Somogy Editions 
d’Art, including essays by Collection 
staff members John Lawrence, Alfred 
Lemmon, John Magill, and Jason Wiese, 
accompanies the exhibition. 
   In celebration of the exhibition open-
ing, The Collection hosted a five-day 
tour in Paris that included visits to the 

Hôtel de Salm, 
which inspired the 
dome of Jefferson’s 
home at Monticello, 
and Malmaison, the 
chateau purchased 
by Napoleon’s wife, 
Josephine, as a 
retreat from the 
Tuileries Palace.  
Approximately 25 

New Orleanians participated in the trip 
and attended the opening reception of  
La Louisiane on December 16.  
   The Collection’s Louisiana Purchase bicen-
tennial year was spectacular.  Record-break-
ing crowds visited the exhibitions A Fusion of 

Nations and Napoleon’s Eyewitness. The bicen-
tennial conference, produced in collaboration 
with the Louisiana Historical Association, 
drew more than 500 people from 17 states 
and the District of Columbia. Charting 
Louisiana: Five Hundred Years of Maps is well 
on the way to becoming a bestseller; we thank 
the University of Chicago Press for joining 
us as co-distributor. Many individuals and 
groups in our community supported all of 
our endeavors. We offer our highest thanks!
   The ninth annual Williams Research 
Center Symposium will look forward in 
time from the Purchase to the exploration 
and settlement of the Louisiana Territory.  
We hope to see you at the symposium on 
January 31.  This year’s event will also set 
the stage for an in-depth look in 2005 at 
the effect of British New World ambition 
on Louisiana.
   Our board and staff mourn the loss of 
our dear colleague Dorothy Porter, an 
expert teacher of Louisiana history who 
made the subject come alive for all who 
were fortunate enough to take her tour, 
and of Louisiana historian extraordinaire 
Glenn Conrad who made such an enor-
mous contribution to scholarship.  They 
will be truly missed.

—Priscilla Lawrence 

PARTNERSHIP FOR THE FINAL DAYS OF THE BICENTENNIAL
On December 1, 2003, The Collection joined 
the Louisiana State Museum in the final days of the 
Loui s i ana  Purchase  b i centennia l  ce l ebra t ion .   
Prominently featured at the press conference kicking 
off the festivities were the transfer documents belong-
ing to Pierre Clément Laussat, Napoleon’s colonial 
prefect for Louisiana.  Procès-verbal de reprise de pos-
sesssion de la Louisiane, retroceding Louisiana from 
Spain to France, and Procès-verbal de prise de possess-
sion de la Louisiane, ceding Louisiana from France to 
the United States, were lent by The Collection to be 
exhibited in the Sala Capitular of the Cabildo, where 
they were  s igned 200 years  ago.   The documents  
remained on v iew in the  Sa la  Capitular  through 
December 20, 2003, the 200th anniversary of the 
Louisiana Purchase.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bruno

Procès-verbal of the cession of Louisiana by France to the United States, December 20, 1803 
(MSS 125, 75-217-L, folder 384)

FROM THE DIRECTOR: THE COLLECTION CELEBRATES THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE BICENTENNIAL IN FRANCE
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A
merican department stores 
dealt primarily in dry goods 
until the late 19th century 
when the introduction of 

modern merchandising techniques and 
the diversification of inventory set them 
on their way to becoming symbols of 
middle-class consumerism. The elegant 
establishment of D. H. Holmes and 
Co. on Canal Street in New Orleans 
mirrored this trend. A series of ten 
photographs of the store dating from 
the mid-1880s, recently donated to The 
Historic New Orleans Collection by 
Stewart K. Gahn, Jr., illustrates Holmes 
at the height of its grandeur.
    Daniel Henry Holmes (1816-1899), 
born in Ohio, arrived in New Orleans 
around 1835. In 1842 he opened a 
small shop on Chartres Street near 
Canal; seven years later Holmes moved 
his shop to a spacious, well-appointed 
building on Canal between Bourbon 
and Dauphine. In 1857 he expanded 
his store, adding properties on both 
Bourbon and Customhouse (now 
Iberville) Streets, and between 1867 
and 1881 he again increased his space, 
this time along Dauphine Street. The 
narrow frontages resulted in a cross-
shaped floor plan, with four long aisles 
intersecting at the center of the block. 
While the structures on Canal and 
Bourbon rose up four floors and those 
on Dauphine three, most of the store 
was only two stories high. The ground 
level was devoted to sales, while storage 
and workrooms occupied the upstairs. 
    During the 1880s D. H. Holmes 
dealt strictly in dry goods—fabrics, 
lace, ribbons, notions, and accessories 
geared to a female clientele. Aside from 
ready-made “fancy goods,” such as 
gloves, hosiery, lingerie, lace, ribbon, 
and embroidery, and heavy clothing like 
robes and cloaks, few off-the-rack items 

were available at Holmes. Customers 
ordered dresses custom-made from the 
dressmaking department, the largest of 
its kind in the city by the early 1890s. At 
that time Holmes employed more than 
800 people.  
    Dress fabrics occupied the Canal 
Street wing, while fancy goods and 
other accessories stocked the shelves of 
the Bourbon Street wing; polished wood 
counters lined with stools extended the 
full half-block lengths of both wings. 
The rear entrance, located in the 
Customhouse wing, held the receiving 
and packing departments. In the silk 
arcade, the most spectacular section of 
Holmes, customers found the store’s 
best selection of silks, as well as the 
latest modes displayed on wax man-
nequins. The arcade extended about a 
hundred feet from the center of the store 
toward Dauphine Street and soared two 
stories high beneath a vaulted, gothic, 
cathedral-like ceiling. Indeed, through-

out the store the English gothic style 
prevailed. In the latter part of the 19th 
century, such imposing grandeur was 
not unusual in stores, since retailers 
looked upon the elegant surroundings 
in their stores as a means of elevating 
the mood of their customers, hopefully 
increasing sales. Women went shopping 
not only to buy, but to see and be seen. 
Customarily shoppers wore their most 
fashionable attire for a shopping expe-
dition on Canal Street—then one of 
the leading retail streets in the United 
States.
    This newly acquired collection of 
photographs provides a glimpse at only 
a short period in the history of D. H. 
Holmes, as the store constantly grew 
and changed. Several images show new 
electric wires and light fixtures hang-
ing alongside ornate earlier gasoliers. 
Light wells and skylights, which allowed 
daylight to illuminate the interior, 
became obsolete with the introduction 
of electric light. New floors were added, 
and gothic tracery—deemed out of 
fashion—fell by the wayside. The acqui-
sition of additional properties on the 
block and across Iberville Street and the 
construction of new buildings served 
to accommodate what would be a full 
department store by the start of the 20th 
century. 
    In 1894, George Englehardt called 
D. H. Holmes the “facile princeps among 
the establishments of its kind here” in 
The City of New Orleans. Englehardt 
continues, “In these wide aisles, under 
this Gothic groinery of arches, what 
memories cluster, touching silently the 
heart!” Its gothic embellishment had 
long disappeared in 1989 when D. H. 
Holmes closed, but even so it is still as 
fondly regarded as when it proudly wore 
its gothic finery. 

—John T. Magill

Historic Holmes

Canal Street facade of D. H. Holmes (2003.53.3.3), now 
part of the Chateau Sonesta Hotel



Top to bottom, Dress fabrics occupied the Canal Street wing of D. H. Holmes 
(2003.53.3.4); Fancy goods and other accessories stocked the shelves of the Bourbon 
Street wing (2003.53.3.8); In the silk arcade, the most spectacular section of Holmes, 
customers found the store’s best selection of silks, as well as the latest modes displayed 
on wax mannequins. The arcade extended about a hundred feet from the center of 
the store toward Dauphine Street and soared two stories high beneath a vaulted, 
gothic, cathedral-like ceiling (2003.53.3.10).

The Williams Research Center of The Historic New Orleans 
Collection offers an unparalleled wealth of research materi-
als relating to the Battle of New Orleans and the War of 
1812 in the South, including personal and official records. 
Original documents and artworks, rare books, prints, 
newspapers, and pamphlets, as well as maps and plans, 
collectively tell the story of one of the greatest military 
upsets of all time. Accordingly, The Collection is pleased 
to unveil a new feature on its website: The Battle of New 
Orleans Research Pathfinder. Designed as an online guide 
to THNOC’s extensive holdings relating to the battle and 
the broader War of 1812, the site also serves as a convenient 
gateway to other research sources, both in peer institutions 
and on the internet.
     Researchers and military-history enthusiasts will find 
many unique items and documents at The Collection 
through this innovative digital guide. In particular, the 
recently acquired William C. Cook War of 1812 in the 
South Collection (Mss 557) contains a wealth of original 
documents, artworks, and printed ephemera, including the 
largest extant collection of “coffin broadsides” that vilified 
Andrew Jackson during the 1828 presidential campaign for 
his execution of six militiamen accused of desertion in 1814. 
The Battle of New Orleans and Andrew Jackson were of spe-
cial interest to General and Mrs. Williams, founders of The 
Historic New Orleans Collection. The Cook Collection 
enhanced an already strong assemblage of materials begun 
by the Williamses and added to since the founding of the 
institution. The Arsène Lacarrière Latour Archive (Mss 555) 
consists of important notes and copied correspondence used 
by Latour as he wrote Historical Memoir of the War in West 
Florida and Louisiana in 1814-15, with an Atlas, published 
in 1816. There are many other manuscript letters and docu-
ments, as well as rare printed materials, to give researchers 
firsthand impressions of the battle and its aftermath. Finally, 
numerous maps and artworks document the war visually, 
providing a vivid glimpse of the events of December 1814 
– January 1815.
    The organization of the pathfinder will facilitate access 
to types of documents or objects; individual names or terms 
can easily be searched via any commercial web browser’s 
“find” command. The availability of an internet guide to 
The Collection’s rich holdings related to the Battle of New 
Orleans will help establish the institution’s importance 
as the preeminent research repository for this watershed 
event in American history. To see the pathfinder, go to The 
Collection’s website at www.hnoc.org, and follow the 
“research” link.

—Jason Wiese

BATTLE OF
NEW ORLEANS
RESEARCH PATHFINDER
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The biography of New Orleans artist 
George Louis Viavant (1872-1925), 
published by The Historic New Orleans 
Collection, will be available in January 
2004. Inspired by the bayous, marshes, 
and lagoons of southern Louisiana, artist 
George Louis Viavant (1872-1925) pro-
duced exquisite paintings of the birds, fish, 
and small game that he knew so well from 
years spent hunting on his family’s property 
just outside of New Orleans. The illustrated 
biography relates the story of a man whose 
work won acclaim from hunters both in 
Louisiana and other parts of the country. 
Viavant studied under prominent art-
ist and sculptor Achille Perelli and, like 
Perelli, specialized in nature morte paint-
ings. 
     Author George E. Jordan has used the 
Viavant family papers in the holdings of 
The Historic New Orleans Collection to 
trace the family’s history and to describe 
Viavant’s life as an artist of the 
hunt.
Mr. Jordan also presents an analysis of the 
artist’s works, placing Viavant’s paintings 
in the context of the art world in New 
Orleans in the early 20th century. Full-
color reproductions of numerous works by 
Viavant from the holdings of local muse-
ums and private collections fill 127 pages. 
(For ordering information, see page 15.)
     Barbara Viavant Broadwell sponsored 
the publication of George L. Viavant: 
Artist of the Hunt in memory of her 
father, James G. Viavant, and her grand-
father George L. Viavant. 
    The following excerpts are from chapter 2, 
entitled “George L. Viavant: Style and 
Technique.”

y the time George Viavant 
was born in 1872, Americans, 
through geographical and 
commercial expansion, had 
become aware and proud of 

their abundant land. The Hudson River 
School painters were well established, the 
demand for views of the American West 
lured artists to the frontier, and Birds of 
America by John James Audubon (1785-
1851) had increased the public’s appre-
ciation of the country’s wildlife.
    Audubon had found the rural South 
to be a hunter’s paradise, especially 
Louisiana with its variety of fish and 
fowl. Several artists who worked in 
Louisiana during the 19th century painted 
still lifes of dead game, such as the 
members of the artistic Coulon family 
in New Orleans. William Aiken Walker 

(1838-1921), the genre painter of rural 
blacks in the South, also left several 
examples of natures mortes. Yet, despite 
the nationwide popularity of nature 
morte paintings, the names of only two 
Louisiana artists who specialized in this 
style became well known: George Louis 
Viavant and Achille Perelli (1822-1891).

    George Viavant, a keen outdoorsman, 
felt the influence of Louisiana’s woods 
and swamps from his earliest days. In 
his memoir he wrote about going to 
his father’s hunting lodge on Gentilly 
Road on Sundays, seven miles from New 
Orleans. Born into a well-to-do family, 
George had every opportunity to become 
familiar with the arts. When the 12-year-old 
Viavant began to study under Achille 
Perelli at the Southern Art Union in 
1884, regional art was firmly established. 

    Viavant worked in oil and watercolor. 
He excelled in watercolor, his favorite 
medium. He devised a unique kind of 
tool by dividing a regular camel-hair 
brush into two parts, turned back-to-
back and tied together. This allowed him 
to apply the pigment with one end and 
then quickly reverse the brush. Then, 
with the dry bristles, he could scumble 
or overlay the gouache and transparent 
watercolor until he achieved the hues 
and texture desired. Time was especially 
critical when using watercolors in this 
manner. First, Viavant drew a faint 

G E O R G E  L .
VIAVANT
ARTIST OF THE HUNT

George Louis Viavant in his studio (Viavant 
Papers, MSS 393, box 6)

Perch by G. L. Viavant, 1923, 19 x 12 15/16”,
courtesy of the Viavant family
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monochromatic base 
color. Once he began 
the tedious painting of 
fish scales with their 
magical, iridescent 
colors, he needed a 
second example of the 
same species. To allow 
more time for his 
initial sketch, Viavant 
placed ice in the fish’s 
mouth to keep it fresh 
as long as possible. 
The melting ice flow-
ing over the fish’s scales 
slowed dehydration and 
helped retain color and 
iridescence.
    Viavant painted 

most of his sunrise 
and sunset swamp 
scenes during the 
hot summer months, 
creating these bayou 
scenes from memory 
in his studio. After the 
worst of the summer 
heat, he returned to 
his favorite subjects, 
birds and fish. 

 It is not likely that 
George Louis Viavant 

cared about the regional art scene or its 
leaders. The enormous number of works 
he created in the short span of his career 
reveals that he did not want to create 
images or fantasies no one had ever 
experienced, nor did he want to present 
his view of the world through the eyes of 
Impressionism or abstraction.
    In his art, George Viavant successfully 
achieved what he most desired: a com-
pletely accurate image in line, texture, 
and color of the fish and fowl he and his 
friends hunted throughout his lifetime. 
He was true to himself.

—George E. Jordan

George E. Jordan, author of George L. 
Viavant: Artist of the Hunt, is a fine arts 
consultant, art historian, and writer. 

impression of his model. When painting 
in oil, the artist starts with the darkest 
colors, overlaying them with lighter col-
ors and working until the final highlights 
are achieved. But with watercolors, the 
reverse technique is employed, working 
from light to dark areas. Because water-
colors dry quickly, Viavant’s double-
brush invention became an important 
tool in achieving the surface textures 
and visual perfection so often seen in 
his birds. Each layer of feathers in their 
various sizes appears to have been placed 
on the page, one at a time. Viavant often 
spent three or four days on one bird. 
Although he painted the same variety 
many times, he constantly changed the 
hanging positions of his subjects. Often 
Viavant painted the back of a bird and 
then turned the model and painted its 
underside. Several such pairs of quail 

and mallard ducks exist.

    Viavant injected his dead birds with 
formaldehyde, which kept the amount 
of shrinkage to a minimum. Once 
properly injected, a single bird might 
keep up to 40 days. But moth damage 
remained a constant problem. Some of 
Viavant’s hunting friends and collectors 
of his works argued that his “first pic-
tures” had a richer color and luster than 
those painted from the same model a 
few weeks later…. 
     When Viavant painted the many 
varieties of fish found in the rivers and 
bayous of south Louisiana, he relied on 
two examples of each. The first fish 
served as a model for the underlying 
pencil study, generally lasting long 
enough in the warm Louisiana climate 
for the artist to quickly paint a pale 

Wood duck by G. L. Viavant, 1921, 28 x 20”, courtesy of the Viavant family Crawfish and lilies by G. L. Viavant,
191/2 x 7 7/8”, courtesy of the Viavant family
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On Thursday, October 2, 2003, The Collection hosted 
a press conference, book signing, and reception to cel-
ebrate the arrival of Charting Louisiana: Five Hundred 
Years of Maps. Priscilla Lawrence (center) with board 
members (left to right) John E. Walker, Mary Louise 
Christovich, Fred Smith, and John Kallenborn, presented 
the atlas to the community. Contributors (left to right) 
John Magill, Alfred Lemmon, Ralph Ehrenberg, Jason 
Wiese, Mark Fernandez, Paul Hoffman, John Hébert, 
and Mary Louise Christovich signed over 100 books.

On Thursday, October 16, 2003, members of the Laussat Society 
gathered at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George G. Villere for a gala 
evening. Anne-Marie Quette, recognized author and leading authority 
on Versailles, presented a lecture on the royal collection, followed by 
dinner compliments of Chef René Bajeux of René Bistrot.
Pictured are, first row, Marla and Larry Garvey; Jon Wheeler 
and Chef René Bajeux of René Bistrot; Charles Snyder, William 
Christovich, and Sherry Snyder; second row, Paul Leaman, Margie 
Villere, and Sandy Villere; third row, Phyllis Taylor, Jack Pruitt,
and Judi Burrus; Mary Louise Christovich, Priscilla Lawrence,
George Villere, and Fran Villere.

An ever increasing number of individuals 
and families are discovering the benefits 
of charitable-gift planning. Planned giving 
has become a powerful, often used tool 
in estate management, primarily due 
to the growing awareness of its many 
benefits and the number of charitable-
giving avenues.
    Many factors are involved in select-
ing the most appropriate and effective 
method of charitable giving. Knowledge 
of the different options is essential 
to making an informed decision. In 
addition to supporting charitable orga-
nizations, planned giving presents sev-
eral benefits including the possibility of 
bypassing capital-gains taxes, reducing 
current income taxes, reducing federal 
estate taxes, increasing current income, 
and conserving future assets for heirs. 
While in many cases a direct gift of 
cash may be the best method of making 
a charitable contribution, often other 
methods are better suited to the needs of 
the donor and the recipient. In addition 
to the benefits of these charitable-giving 
methods, it is often possible to control 
the timing of the gift to suit the donor’s 
personal financial needs. Following are 
brief descriptions of two methods of 
charitable giving.

Giving through Your Will
Everyone should have a will. Without 
one, the laws of the state determine the 
distribution of an individual’s property. 
Giving through a will is the most com-
mon method of making a gift through 
an estate. 
Bequests can take several forms:
• Specific bequests: The charitable 
organization receives a specific dollar 
amount or specified assets.

ATLAS ARRIVES THE
BENEFITS

OF
PLANNED

GIVING

LAUSSAT SOCIETY GALA
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• Residuary bequests: The charitable 
organization receives all or a percentage 
of the remainder of an estate after debts, 
taxes, expenses, and specific bequests 
have been paid.
• Contingent bequests: The charitable 
organization receives property only under 
certain circumstances, for example, if 
other beneficiaries predecease you.
• Testamentary trust remainder: The 
charitable organization receives the assets 
remaining in a trust created under your 
will at the death of another beneficiary.

    Gifts made through wills are fully 
deductible for federal estate-tax pur-
poses, affording more opportunity to 
provide for loved ones. 
    Bequests to The Historic New 
Orleans Collection can be restricted 
or unrestricted, as long as they are in 
keeping with The Collection’s policies. 
Including The Collection in your will is 
not complicated; however, since a will is 
a legal document designed to fulfill an 
individual’s needs and goals, it should 
be prepared by a lawyer.

Giving Securities
In most cases, a person who donates 
stocks and bonds to a charitable orga-
nization is entitled to an income-tax 
deduction for the current fair-market 
value of the donated securities and can 
bypass capital-gains tax. It is necessary 
to have owned the securities for more 
than one year.

Historic preservation, 
art, architecture, liter-
ary collections—these 
are among the “eclectic 
interests” of Fred W. 
Todd. He supports the 
institutions that foster 
those  in te re s t s  and 
wants to continue sup-
porting them through 
his will. “Planned giving 
is a way to make a com-
mitment and provide 
support to the orga-
nizations you want to 
honor,” says Mr. Todd. 
In 2001, The Collection acquired Fred 
Todd’s Tennessee Williams archive, the 
finest in private hands in the world.  Over 
the past two years he has donated items 
to supplement the collection and has 
chosen to include a substantial bequest 
to The Historic New Orleans Collection 
in his estate plan. According to Mr. 
Todd, “THNOC is an organization that 
understands its priorities and has a dedi-
cated staff that works toward fostering 
its mission.” He continues, “Once I had 
established a connection with THNOC, 
I found it inevitable and essential that 
I maintain the connection and enhance 
what had already been transferred.”
     A native Texan residing in San 
Antonio, Mr. Todd has great affection for 
New Orleans. His first memories of the 

city date back to his 
teenage years when 
he would listen to the 
Sunday night WWL 
radio broadcast from 
the Blue Room of 
the Roosevelt Hotel 
(now the Fairmont). 
A librarian by trade, 
Fred Todd often trav-
eled to the city for  
pro fe s s iona l  c o n -
f e r e n c e s .  H i s  first 
encounter with The 
Collection occurred 
when he attended 

the Tennessee Williams Festival in 1995. 
Mr. Todd continues to visit on a regular 
basis.
     Choosing THNOC as the repository 
for his extensive Tennessee Williams hold-
ings was “like putting the pieces of a puz-
zle together. The Collection was a perfect 
fit.” Over the past few years, Mr. Todd 
learned about charitable giving through 
one’s will from planned giving materials. 
He has taken that information and put it 
into action by including several nonprofit 
organizations in his estate plan. “I chose 
The Historic New Orleans Collection 
because of its commitment to excellence. 
We have a great relationship. I feel like a 
member of the family at THNOC.”

CHOOSING PLANNED GIVING

To better serve the community, The Historic New Orleans Collection is pleased to offer the following materials: 

    • Giving Through Your Will

    • Giving Securities

    • Giving Real Estate

    • Giving Through Retirement Plans

These materials are provided free of charge and without obligation.

To obtain detailed information about gift-planning methods or to receive the planned giving materials, please write or call Jack Pruitt, Jr.,
director of development, The Historic New Orleans Collection, 533 Royal Street, New Orleans, La., 70130; (504) 598-7173.

All inquiries are kept in the strictest confidence and are without obligation.

• Giving Through Gift Annuities

• Giving Through Charitable Remainder Trusts

• Giving Through Life Insurance

PLANNED GIVING MATERIALS NOW AVAILABLE

  Fred W. Todd, photograph courtesy of 
  Overstreet Studios –San Antonio, Texas
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William T. Abbott, Jr.
John K. Adams
June R. Aiken
Ginger Alexander
Algiers Point Properties
AmSouth Bank
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   Dorian Bennett
Tina and Phil Anselmo
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   University
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Louis Edward Desobry III
Dorian M. Bennett, Inc.
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Brooke H. Duncan
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Entergy Charitable Foundation
Estate of Raymond Weill
Henry Chotard Eustis II
Gail E. Farrae
Natalie Fielding
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   of Dorian Bennett
John Geiser III
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GHB Jazz Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. John Goodwin
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   Simpson Howcott
Doris Ann Gorman
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission
Gulf States Theaters, Inc.
Charlotte Hayes
Marsha Heien
Captain Al G. Hennessey
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   Historic Houses
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   Charles Snyder
Robert P. Hicks
Bunny Hinckley
Hollinger Corporation 
Dr. Mignon W. Jumel
Dr. Florence M. Jumonville in
   memory of G. Henry Pierson, Jr.,
   Historic Photograph Acquisition Fund
Mrs. George B. Jurgens
Barbara Katz and Frank A. Valls
Keil’s Antiques, Inc.
Mrs. Robert J. Killeen

Wendy King
Mary E. Kucera
Mr. and Mrs. G. Charles Lapeyre
Mrs. J. M. Lapeyre
Paul E. La Violette
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Lawrence
   in honor of Dorian Bennett; and 
   in memory of G. Henry Pierson, Jr., 
   Historic Photograph Acquisition Fund
Paul J. Leaman
Dr. Alfred E. Lemmon
Justice Harry T. Lemmon
Mrs. Benjamin L. Loeb
Louisiana Creole Heritage Center
LSU Health Sciences Center School 
   of Medicine in New Orleans,
   Department of Genetics
Stanley D. Loula
Malta Park on Magazine
Joseph V. Marchese, Jr.
F. Lestar Martin
Esther Mollie Mealing
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   memory of G. Henry Pierson, Jr., 
   Historic Photograph Acquisition Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Meunier
Mississippi River Parkway Commission
Bernice Mistrot
Patricia Nicholls Mitchell
Mossy Motors, L.L.C.
Sister Mary Hermenia Muldrey, RSM
National Association of Document 
   Examiners, Inc.
Waldemar S. Nelson
New Orleans Building Corp.
New Orleans International Music 
   Colloquium
Nicholls State University, Allen J. 
   Ellender Memorial Library
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Mr. and Mrs. Craig Montfort Ripley
Katherine Ferguson Roberts
Roy J. Rogge

Philip F. Rose
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St. Denis J. Villere & Company
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   Landmarks Society
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   Emerite Gahn Lemmon
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Lucy Schwab
Leatrice S. Siegel
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   memory of G. Henry Pierson, Jr., 
   Historic Photograph Acquisition Fund
Gene A. Smith
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   Emerite Gahn Lemmon; and in 
   honor of Emily Catherine Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Snyder in  

   memory of G. Henry Pierson, Jr.,
   Historic Photograph Acquisition Fund
Dr. Rowena Spencer
Sara Mayo Spencer
Dr. S. Frederick Starr
Moise S. Steeg, Jr., in memory of
   G. Henry Pierson, Jr., Historic 
   Photograph Acquisition Fund
Irma Stiegler
Effie M. Stockton
Fred W. Todd
Tour Guide Association of Greater 
   New Orleans, Inc.
Lucile Bernard Trueblood
Mr. and Mrs. St. Denis J. Villere
Calla H. Walker
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Walker in  

   memory of G. Henry Pierson, Jr.,
   Historic Photograph Acquisition Fund
Anna N. Whitely
Whitney National Bank in
   memory of G. Henry Pierson, Jr.,
   Historic Photograph Acquisition Fund
Mary Bridges Wiggenhorn
William C. Cook Advised Fund
   of the Community Foundation
   of Middle Tennessee
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Williams
Don Wilson
Mage A. Wise
WYES-TV
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LIBRARY

MANUSCRIPTS

ACQUISITIONS
TH E HI S T O R I C NE W 
ORLEANS COLLECTION 
encourages research in the 
Williams Research Center 
at 410 Chartres Street from 
10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Tuesday through Saturday 
(except holidays). Cata-
loged materials available to 
researchers include books, 
manuscripts, paintings, 
prints, drawings, maps, pho-

tographs, and artifacts about the history and 
culture of New Orleans, Louisiana, and the 
Gulf South. While acquisitions by purchase 
have been temporarily discontinued, The 
Collection is pleased to report the following 
notable donations. 

CURATORIAL

For the second and third quarters of 
2003 (April-September), there were 26 
curatorial donations, totaling 860 items. 
 In honor of Chet S. Kellogg, William 
R. Cullison has given a large collection of 
prints and negatives of south Louisiana 
architecture made by Mr. Kellogg and 
James Ricau in the 1940s. Prints depict 
p l anta t ion  homes  o f  the  lower  
Mississippi Valley as well as buildings 
in and around New Orleans. Though 
the bulk of the views are of exteriors, 
the donation includes some interior 
photographs. A number of the buildings 
photographed by Kellogg and Ricau no 
longer stand. This gift adds significantly 
to the body of materials from the 1940s 
depicting Louisiana architecture.
 Frances Curtis has donated 53 draw-
ings of New Orleans houses of worship 
by her late husband, architect Nathaniel 
C. Curtis, Jr. The drawings, executed 
principally in pencil with occasional 
touches of color, depict St. Patrick’s 
Church, Lawless Memorial Chapel, First 
Presbyterian Church, and Touro Synagogue, 
among others. 
 Waldemar S. Nelson’s gift of over 500 
glass negatives by John Mendes, a talented 
amateur photographer, shows a variety of 
activities in New Orleans during the roar-
ing ’20s. Mr. Mendes’s subjects included 
curiosities (a human spider climbing a 
skyscraper), public spectacles (Mardi 
Gras parades), and notable events in the 
Crescent City, such as the demolition of 
the Cotton Exchange. The photographs 
range in date from approximately 1916 
through 1928.

 A gift from Marian Meyer Berkett, the 
widow of Dr. George Berkett, exempli-
fies her husband’s interest in both pho-
tography and New Orleans. Dr. Berkett’s 
series of photographs of Poydras Street 
in the Central Business District of New 
Orleans testifies to the growth of that 
thoroughfare as a commercial center. He 
has interpreted Poydras Street’s modern 
architecture and public sculpture from 
the Mississippi River to the Superdome 
through the use of a fisheye lens. 

—John H. Lawrence

For the second and third quarters of 
2003 (April-September), there were 50 
manuscripts donations, totaling approxi-
mately 218 linear feet.
 The term “family papers,” a common 
designation in manuscript repositories, 
refers to any variety of materials relating 
to the documentary past of a family. 
    The Alessandra-Marchese Family 
Papers, recently donated from Gail 
Farrae and Joseph V. Marchese, Jr., on 
behalf of Anthony Marchese, docu-
ment several generations of a Sicilian 
immigrant family living in Louisiana. 
According to family legend, Giuseppe 
Alessandra arrived in New Orleans with 
his wife, Josepina, and their five young 
children around 1904 and settled in 
Patterson, Louisiana. Following Josepina’s 
death, Giuseppe moved the family to 
New Orleans where he worked as an 
ironworker. In his leisure time Giuseppe 
played the trombone, sang, and sculpted. 
The memorabilia includes his trombone, 
as well as numerous photographs, letters, 
and documents related to his life.
    Giuseppe’s son Emmanual also had 
a love of music; in addition to being 
director of a jazz band, he played the 
oboe for the New Orleans Symphony 
Orchestra and became a notable music 
teacher. Giuseppe’s daughter Josephine, a 
musician as well, also played the oboe for 
the New Orleans Symphony Orchestra. 
An oboe, sheet music, and numerous 
personal papers reflect Josephine and 
Emmanuel’s musical inclination.
    Giuseppe’s daughter Lena, a distin-
guished singer, performed with the opera, 
on the radio, and did prologue perfor-
mances for motion pictures during the 
1920s and ’30s. Numerous photographs 
and newspaper clippings document her 
musical career. Another daughter, Anna, 
married Anthony Marchese who served 

in World War I. The papers contain 
documents related to his war service and 
to his job at the New Orleans Railway 
and Light Company.

—Mark Cave

For the second and third quarters of 
2003 (April-September), there were 81 
library donations, totaling 401 items.
 Captain Al Hennessey, retired, has 
donated James Fenimore Cooper’s The 
History of the Navy of the United States of 
America, published in 1847. Considered 
one of America’s first successful popular 
novelists, Cooper published numerous 
novels and works of nonfiction. His 
details of naval exploits at the Battle 
of New Orleans and other War of 1812 
engagements and naval encounters are of 
particular interest. 
 A noteworthy donation from Sister 
Mary Hermenia Muldrey, RSM, adds 
volume 3, St. Charles Parish to the 
library’s holdings of Calendar of 
Louisiana Colonial Documents, a three-
volume series published by the Louisiana 
State Archives and Records Commission. 
The library also owns volume 1, Avoyelles 
Parish. This bibliography, a useful refer-
ence tool, focuses primarily on Karl 
Friedrich d’Arensbourg’s records of the 
Germans who came to the German 
Coast (La Côte des Allemands) in St. 
Charles and St. John the Baptist Parishes 
u n d e r  c o n t r a c t  t o  J o h n  L a w.  
D’Arensbourg, the leader of the colony 
in 1740, served as the commandant of 
the German Coast in the early years of 
the Spanish regime. The library contin-
ues efforts to locate and acquire a copy 
of volume 2, St. Landry Parish, edited by 
Winston DeVille in 1964.  
 Self-published books remain an 
important source for building strong 
local history collections. To this 
extent, Roy J. Rogge of Abita Springs has 
donated his work Nicholls Hotel about 
the  Franci s  T.  Nichol l s  Hote l  in  
Donaldsonville, Louisiana, owned by his 
grandfather Frederick Rogge, Sr., around 
the turn of the 20th century. Rogge has 
put together an excellent account of his 
family’s history and association with the 
Nicholls Hotel. In this era of vanishing 
landmarks and historic buildings, these 
personal narratives serve to record the 
history of these structures and the people 
associated with them. 

—Gerald Patout
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copies of primary source documents, 
and student activity sheets. Additionally, 
teachers learn classroom-management 
techniques, how to use technology in cur-
riculum design, and methods of effective 
testing. Upon completion of the course, 
participants receive eight continuing 
learning units. For the second year in a 
row, Entergy has sponsored the teacher-
training workshops at The Collection with 
a grant from its Excellence in Education 
Foundation. For more information, call 
or write Sue Laudeman, (504) 598-7154, 
sue@hnoc.org.

Chuck Patch was chosen as one of five rep-
resentatives from the American Association 
of Museums to serve on a joint committee 
composed of members from the American 
Library  Associat ion,  the  Society  of  
American Archivists, and AAM.  Also, the 
Institute for Library and Museum Studies 
sponsored Chuck Patch’s participation in 
a workshop entitled “Digital Resources for 
Cultural Heritage: Current Status, Future 
Needs.”  Linda Epstein, passed the exam 
to become a certified archivist in August.

CHANGES
Lea Filson, public relations associate; Lynn 
Adams, acting director of publications; 
Carolyn Byrd and Lisa Williams, obituary 
index project.

INTERNS
Lisa Williams, Louisiana State University.

VOLUNTEERS
Livia Hill, development; Stocker Fontelieu, 
Laurin Jacobsen, and Ron Joullian, library. 

IN THE COMMUNITY

Glenn R. Conrad, founder and 
longtime director of the Center for 
Louisiana Studies at the University 
of Louisiana at Lafayette, died in 
June.  Author of numerous books 
and articles on various aspects of 
the history of Acadiana, includ-
ing published compilations of 
primary sources, Mr. Conrad 
has left an indelible mark on the field of 
Louisiana history.  He served as editor 
of Louisiana History for twenty years and 
more recently as the general editor of the 
Center’s Louisiana Purchase Bicentennial 
Series in Louisiana History.  In 1999 he was 
se lected as  a  Louis iana Histor ica l  
Association fellow and in 2001 received the 
Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities 
Humanist of the Year Award.  For over 20 
years, he served as chairman of the State 

IN MEMORIAM

Review Committee of the National 
Register of Historic Places.  Mr. 
Conrad was a member of the 
Louisiana Purchase Bicentennial 
Commission and an organizer of 
The Collection’s Louisiana Purchase 
Bicentennial Conference, in which 
he also participated as a speaker.  
Recipient of the 1992 Williams 

Prize for his manuscript “Administration of 
the Illinois Country: The French Debate,” 
Mr. Conrad also spoke at the 2002 Williams 
Research Center Symposium on that topic.  
He will be remembered for his long and 
distinguished career at the University of 
Louisiana at Lafayette and for his many 
significant contributions to the historical 
literature of Louisiana.

The Collection mourns the loss 
of Dorothy Porter, docent, who 
died on September 18, 2003. A 
docent from 1990 through 2003, 
Mrs. Porter was an active member 
of the community with a strong 
commitment to education. She 
taught at St. Martin’s Episcopal 
School from 1951 to 1983. In 2002 Mrs. 
Porter became the first recipient of St. Martin’s 
Dorothy Porter Service Award, created in her 

IN MEMORIAM

honor. A graduate of Louisiana State 
University, Dorothy Porter received 
a master’s degree from Vanderbilt 
University. The list of community 
organizations she served includes 
Le Petit Salon, the Alzheimer’s Care 
and Enrichment Program of the 
Jewish Community Center, and the 

YWCA.  Mrs. Porter will be remembered for 
her grace, her love of history, and her dedica-
tion to teaching.

The start of the school year marked the 
beginning of Entergy-sponsored, teacher-
training workshops at The Collection. 
This year teachers from Orleans, Jefferson, 
St. Bernard, and St. Charles Parishes are 
participating in American Perspectives: 
History Through the Eyes of the Men and 
Women Who Lived It. Held at the Williams 
Research Center on Chartres Street, the 
workshops focus on introducing maps, 
newspapers, journals, paintings, sheet 
music, photography, and other primary 
source materials into the social studies cur-
riculum. Participants receive lesson plans, 
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Order Charting Louisiana: 
Five Hundred Years of Maps

Edited by Alfred E. Lemmon, John T. 
Magill, and Jason R. Wiese

Consulting editor, John R. Hébert
$95.00

The Newcomb Art School, under the 
direction of Ellsworth Woodward, inau-
gurated its pottery enterprise in 1894—a 
venture that lasted until 1940.  From the 
beginning, the objective was to produce 
well-constructed, functional objects with 
aesthetic designs using indigenous materials 
and motifs.  Male potters threw the pottery, 
and female students, faculty, and alumnae 
decorated and glazed the pieces.  Together 
they produced a prize-winning art pottery, 
which, in turn, gave a sense of identity to 
the Newcomb Art School and its students.  
Allegiance to these ideals provided many 
young women with a means of self-support 
and independence and made a continuing 

contribution to art in the city. 
    This winter the Shop is offering a 
reproduction of vase with pomegranates, 
an example of the prize-winning, matte 
blue-glazed pottery developed by Paul E. 
Cox in 1910. The original vase, thrown 
by Joseph Fortuné Meyer and decorated in 
1914 by Sarah Agnes Estelle (Sadie) Irvine, 
is in the Laura Simon Nelson Collection 
of Newcomb Pottery at The Collection.  
An interpretation of the original piece, 
the reproduction was created by Mark 
Derby of Derby Pottery in a limited, 
numbered edition of 50.

 THE SHOP
PLEASE SEND

Quantity            Amount 

_____ George L. Viavant, $25                      ______

_____ Charting Louisiana, $95                     ______

_____ Vase, $200                                       ______

Taxes as applicable

  9% Orleans Parish                              ______  

 4% other La. residents                         ______

             Subtotal   ______ 

Shipping and Handling

George L. Viavant, $4                              

 ______

Charting Louisiana, $11                            ______

Vase, $10                                               ______ 

                             Total Amount Due ______

Name:_______________________________________

Address:_______________________________________

City:_______________________________________

State, Zip:_______________________________________

 Visa       MasterCard       Check or Money order

Account Number:_______________________________________

AT THE COLLECTION

Anne-Marie Quette presented a lecture on the furniture, paintings, and 
sculpture at Versailles between 1682 and 1770 at the Williams Research 
Center on Saturday, October 18, 2003. The lecture was sponsored by Moss 
Antiques and Keil’s Antiques. Left, Andree Moss, Peter Moss, Phyllis Taylor, 
and Judi Burrus; right, Anne-Marie Quette, Courtney-Anne Sarpy, and
Walker Ronaldson

The Collection hosted the annual meeting of the Society for the History of 
Discoveries in late October. In conjunction with the meeting, the French 
Ministry of Culture inaugurated Louisiane, a website on the history of 
French Louisiana created in commemoration of The Louisiana Purchase. 
Pictured are Patrick Rolot, consul general of France in New Orleans; 
Elizabeth Rabut, inspector general of the French National Archives; Gilles-
Antoine Langlois, website author; Camille Constans, website architect; 
Alfred Lemmon; and Debbie de la Houssaye.

Order George L. Viavant:
Artist of the Hunt

by George E. Jordan
$25.00
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New Orleans, Louisiana 70130
(504) 523-4662  
Visit the Collection on the Internet at www.hnoc.org
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

FRIDAY, JANUARY 30

6:00 p.m.      Reception for registered participants  
                     The Historic New Orleans Collection 
                     533 Royal Street

SATURDAY, JANUARY 31

9:00 a.m.      Introduction 
                     Michael Sartisky, Symposium Moderator
                     President/Executive Director
                     Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities

9:15 a.m.      John R. Hébert, Chief, Geography and 
                     Map Division, Library of Congress
                     “The 1507 World Map of Martin Waldseemüller
                                   and the Cartography of North America”

10:00 a.m.    Douglas Brinkley, Director, Eisenhower 
                     Center, University of New Orleans  
                     “Zebulon Pike’s Explorations of the 
                     Mississippi River and Its Western Tributaries”

11:00 a.m.    John T. Magill, Curator/Head of Research Services
                     The Historic New Orleans Collection
                     “New Orleans: Growth through Maps”

1:30 p.m.      John L. Allen, University of Wyoming
                     “Lewis and Clark Revisited: Was the 
                     Expedition a Success or Failure?”

2:15 p.m.      Jay Gitlin, Yale University 
                     “Creole Crossings: The French Pursuit of
                     American Empire after the Louisiana 
Purchase”

NINTH ANNUAL WILLIAMS RESEARCH CENTER SYMPOSIUM 
SATURDAY, JANUARY 31,  2004 
THE RITZ-CARLTON HOTEL 

921 CANAL STREET, NEW ORLEANS

On the Misissippi, ca. 1845 (1972.31.8)

Registration fee before January 16, $50; after January 16, $60

Student fee before January 16, $30; after January 16, $40

For information, call (504) 598-7171.

Exploration and Settlement
CHARTING LOUISIANA


